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Abstract
The Y chromosomes of Drosophila melanogaster and D. simulans contain only a handful of protein-coding genes, which are related to sperm mobility and reproductive fitness. Despite low or
absent protein coding polymorphism, the Drosophila Y chromosome has been associated with
natural phenotypic variation, including variation in the expression of hundreds to thousands of
genes located on autosomes and on the X chromosome. Polymorphisms present in the large
blocks of heterochromatin and consisting of differences in the amounts and kinds of sequences for
satellite DNA and transposable elements may be the source of this modulation. Here we review
the evidence and discuss mechanisms for global epigenetic regulation by repetitious elements in
the Y chromosome. We also discuss how the discovery of this new function impacts the current
knowledge about Y chromosome origin, its current dynamics, and future fate.
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Introduction
The Y chromosome of D. melanogaster is a ~40
MB of segment of highly repetitive heterochromatic
DNA that accounts for ~20% of the male haploid genome [1,2]. Early work identified six genetic loci (fertility factors) on the Y chromosome: two in the short
arm (called ks-1 and ks-2) and four in the long arm
(kl-1, kl-2, kl-3 and kl-5) [3,4]. Approaches combining
bioinformatics and experimental analyses led to the
molecular identification of several new Y-linked
genes, some of which were correlated to the fertility
factors [5–7]. A total of 13 protein-coding genes have
been described so far: ARY, CCY (possible ks-2), kl-2
kl-3, kl-5, FDY, Mst77F (multiple copies), ORY (possible ks-1), Pp1-Y1, Pp1-Y2, Ppr-Y, PRY, WDY (possible
kl-1) [5,6,8–11]. The genes have putative molecular

function related to ATPase activity, motor activity,
microtubule binding, protein serine/threonine
phosphatase activity, and protein phosphatase type 1
regulator activity [12]. Putative biological functions
for six of them (ARY, CCY, FDY, ORY, PRY and WDY)
are more elusive. All Y-linked protein-coding genes
are expressed exclusively in the testis and encode
proteins that appear primarily related to sperm mobility and reproductive fitness [5,10–13].
Some Y-linked genes are megabase-sized; >100
times larger than the average size of autosomal or
X-linked genes of D. melanogaster [1]. This is due to
gigantic introns [14], whose molecular characterization remains to be determined. Overall, the chromosome is composed of large blocks of satellite DNA,
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transposable elements and, in D. melanogaster, the
bobbed locus [1,15,16]. The bobbed locus consists of
multiple tandem repeats (~30 to >240) coding for the
ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) [17]. Each rDNA unit consists of 3 rRNA subunits (18S, 5.8S and 28S), as well as
transcribed (ITS1 and ITS2) and non-transcribed (IGS)
spacers [17]. Another locus found in tens to hundreds
of copies distributed in tandem on the Y chromosome
of D. melanogaster is the Su(Ste), also called crystal [18].
Its basic unit consists of disrupted ORFs, an AT-rich
region and the 1360 transposon [19]. Transcription of
this gene produces small RNAs (piRNAs) that are
necessary to inhibit the expression of the Ste gene located on the X chromosome [20,21].

Origin and evolution of the Y chromosome
There are two hypotheses to explain the origin of
the Y chromosome of D. melanogaster. The canonical
hypothesis explains the origin of sex chromosomes
from one autosomal homologous pair [22–24]. The
origin of the Y chromosome begins with the modification of a pair of autosomes to proto-sex chromosomes through the acquisition of sex determining loci
[25–27]. The proto-Y might acquire a male
sex-determining allele in one locus, and an allele that
inhibits female’s development in another locus. Lack
of recombination between these loci is expected to be
favored, such that suppression of recombination
might spread through the chromosome. Unable to
recombine with the X, the Y chromosome degenerates, losing many of its original genes, accumulating
repetitive DNA and transposable elements and increasing its burden of heterochromatin.
The early stages of Y degeneration are especially
well suited for understanding this process; neo-Y
chromosomes that are formed by the fusion of an autosome to one of the sex chromosomes have been
useful for analyses. Well-developed model systems
include species in which the Y chromosome fused to
an arm of an autosome, forming the so-called neo-Y
[28]. This new chromosome is transmitted only to
male offspring and is expected to degenerate with
time. According to the canonical hypothesis, degeneration should be related to the age of these chromosome fusions. Newly formed neo-Y elements should
have a large number of euchromatic functional genes
and limited accumulation of mutations, while older
neo-Ys are expected to contain few genes and many
repetitive regions that result in larger amounts of
heterochromatin. Three species of Drosophila have
served as good candidates to test this hypothesis: D.
albomicans, D. miranda and D. pseudoobscura. The species D. albomicans has a neo-Y newly formed, less than
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120,000 years ago [29]. This neo-Y contains about
5,000 genes and hardly shows any signs of degradation [30,31]. The neo-Y of D. miranda originated about
1 million years ago, is partially heterochromatic, already shows accumulation of transposable elements
[32,33], and has lost functionality in one third of its
genes [34]. The species D. pseudoobscura has a neo-Y
formed about 15 million years ago; it appears mostly
heterochromatic and has 15 protein coding genes so
far identified [35]. The temporal decay of neo-Ys fit
with the expectation from the canonical model.
On the other hand, a non-canonical hypothesis
states that the Y chromosome of D. melanogaster is not
homologous to the X chromosome, but derived from a
B chromosome [36] or the result of a partial duplication of an autosome [11]. The first evidence that the Y
chromosome is not homologous to the X was reported
by Brosseau (1960) [3], who noticed that X and Y
chromosomes did not share genes in D. melanogaster.
This observation is at odds with what would be expected if X and Y chromosomes had originated from
the same autosomal pair. This investigator suggested
that the Y chromosome could be novel; a specialized
and unique element subjected to selection [3]. This
view appears to have been shared by Lohe et al. (1993)
[16] and Hackstein et al (1996) [36]. Lohe et al. (1993)
[16] suggested that the Y chromosome could be more
than a collection of degenerate genes, and functions of
the chromosome could be due to recent amplification
in repetitive DNA. Hackstein et al (1996) [36] explicitly argued that the Y chromosome could be a supernumerary B chromosome. Carvalho and colleagues
have been recent proponents of the idea, with new
studies and evidence accumulating in favor of such
origin [11]. All protein-coding genes on the Y have
paralogs on the autosomes and not on the X
[5,6,8,9,11,37]. The same occurs for the Su(Ste) gene
[38], which appears to be a rather recent acquisition to
the Y-chromosome of D. melanogaster. All Y-linked
protein-coding genes of D. melanogaster are distributed in autosomes in other Drosophila species [11].
Further evidence is the observation that the Y chromosome has interstitial telomeric regions, suggesting
a merge with a supernumerary chromosome or
translocation of telomeres [39]. Finally, in D. melanogaster and related species, the Y is not required for sex
determination [40]. While the chromosome appears to
acquire genes with male-related functions [6], these
genic recruitments from autosomes seem to have occurred several times and on a gene-by-gene basis
[6,37].
In any circumstance, it remains possible that the
Y of D. melanogaster has lost the gene for sex determination and all homologous genes to the X chrohttp://www.jgenomics.com
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mosome. As pointed out by Kaiser and Bachtrog
(2010) [41] and Carvalho et al. (2009) [11] resolution of
the issue will require examination of sex determination systems across a larger set of Drosophila species
and their ancestors. We envision that analyses of
transitions to and from XO systems might shed important light towards addressing the dominant mode
through
which
highly
heterochromatic
Y-chromosomes emerge in Drosophila.

Functions of the Y chromosome
XO males of D. melanogaster are viable but also
sterile due to the inability to produce mature sperm in
the morphologically normal testes [40,42]. However,
engineered XXY female genotypes are for the most
part undistinguishable from naturally occurring XX
genotypes. Hence, it has been argued that the Y
chromosome of D. melanogaster is an inert chromosome lacking functions besides its role in reproduction. Indeed, Y-linked protein-coding genes are only
expressed in the male testis and required for sperm
mobility and other spermatogenetic phenotypes
[5,10–13]. Other Y-linked elements include the bobbed
locus, which encodes ribosomal RNAs [17], and the
crystal locus, which is responsible for the inhibition of
the X-linked Ste gene that leads to male sterility when
super expressed [20,21]. The rDNA locus appears to
be responsible for X-Y pairing during meiosis [43,44].
Polymorphic phenotypes associated with the Y
chromosome have also been documented. Genetic
variation on the Y chromosome influences geotaxis
[45], the regulation of gene expression in primary
spermatocytes [46], the fitness of males [47], and the
temperature sensitivity of spermatogenesis [48,49].
These results were surprising in part because population genetic theory and empirical data indicated that
protein-coding genes in the haploid Y chromosome
were minimally variable relative to the rest of the
genome [50,51]; the expectation of meager variation
arises in part due to the absence of recombination as
well as lower population sizes of Y chromosomes.
Partial sequencing of protein-coding genes, including
their introns, in populations of D. melanogaster
showed that these genes have indeed very low nucleotide diversity [52,53]. Chippindale and Rice (2001)
[47] suggested that variation in total fitness of males
could be due to polymorphism in protein-coding
genes, which might have remained undetected due to
the small region sequenced by Zurovcova and Eanes
(1999) [52]. A contribution from protein-coding variation might indeed be non-negligible, as models with
high epistasis are likely to raise the expectation for
Y-linked variation in segments of typical mutation
rate such as protein coding genes. Rohmer et al. (2004)
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[48] reasoned that the explanation for the role of
polymorphic Y-linked variation in the sensitivity of
spermatogenesis to temperature could emerge from a
gene with yet unknown function. This is also a likely
possibility.
In any circumstance, the low number of Y-linked
genes and their low genetic diversity remained hard
to reconcile with data suggesting polymorphic phenotypic variation associated with the Y chromosome.
One clue came from investigations into the epigenetic
regulatory component of the D. melanogaster Y chromosome. This is because Y chromosome aneuploidies
have long been known to cause suppression of position-effect variegation (PEV) [54]. One form of PEV
occurs when euchromatic genes are moved from their
native location to a new site near a heterochromatic
segment [55].
These observations point to intriguing mechanisms by which heterochromatic Y-chromosomes influence phenotypes and PEV. For instance, groundbreaking studies by Zhang et al. (2000) [46] identified
the involvement of repetitive sequences on the long
arm of the Y chromosome in the regulation of gene
expression in primary spermatocytes. More recently,
it has been suggested that Y chromosome polymorphisms could be associated with phenotypic variation
in the absence of nucleotide variation for protein-coding segments [56-59]. The evidence emerged
from studies that examined variation in gene expression between D. melanogaster strains that differed only
in the origin of the Y chromosome [56]. The phenomenon of quantitative effects of polymorphic
Y-chromosomes in the expression of hundreds to
thousands of genes located on autosomes and on the
X chromosome is called Y-linked regulatory variation
(YRV). These data showed that the Y chromosome is
genetically variable and responsible for regulating
genes in all chromosomes. So where was the variation? One possibility is that the causative variation
might be the large blocks of heterochromatin [56,57],
composed of sequences of repetitive DNA and
transposable elements, which constitute the majority
of the Y chromosome.
If the regulatory activity of the Y chromosome is
actually mediated by non-protein coding heterochromatic elements rather than the product of protein-coding genes, such activity might occur in XXY
females and in somatic cells of XY males [58]. This is
because protein-coding genes are expressed only in
the germ cells of males. In agreement with the hypothesis of a non-genic basis for YRV, the phenomenon is strongly manifested in XXY females and in
male somatic tissues [59]. The Y-chromosome is heterogeneous and composed of diverse sequence seghttp://www.jgenomics.com
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ments. This raises the question of which specific segment might be causative of YRV. Transposable elements may interfere in the regulation of gene expression [60,61], and variable transposable element activity from within the Y-chromosome might be one
component of YRV. Another candidate is the bobbed
locus. Deletions of rDNA units from the D. melanogaster Y chromosome affect the expression of autosomal and X-linked genes [62–64]. However, the
rDNA locus can at best explain ~20-40% of YRV in D.
melanogaster [63], and cannot explain YRV in D. simulans [65], because this latter species lacks Y-linked
rDNA loci. Hence, the data suggest the involvement
of multiple loci contributing to the emergence of YRV
[59].
Several studies have further described the characteristics of YRV. First, it is rapidly evolving. After
550 generations, lineages derived from a single Y already presented abundant YRV [64]. Furthermore, the
role of the Y chromosome in suppressing PEV suggests that it is important for modulating chromatin
states in the genome [59]. Second, classical chromatin
components interact with YRV. The heterochromatin
protein 1 (HP1a) is a crucial component of chromatin
and the protein Mod(mdg4) is a classic chromatin
modifying factor. Both of these are necessary for the
manifestation of testicular YRV in D. melanogaster [66].
Altogether, the genes affected by the Y chromosome
are, in general, expressed tissue specifically, their expression diverges rapidly, they are biased towards
testis expression, they are clustered in coherent gene
ontology categories, they are not physically linked,
and their expression is dependent on the genomic
background of autosomes [56,59,63,64,66–68].
Finally, the Y chromosome also affects gene expression through mechanisms that are reminiscent of
genomic imprinting [69]. The imprinting of the Y
modulates the epigenetic process of dosage compensation and paternal imprinting increases the regulatory ability of the Y [70]. Males of D. melanogaster that
differ only in the maternal or paternal origin of X and
Y chromosomes exhibit differential expression in
hundreds of genes mainly in testis and midgut cells
[68]. These studies suggest that the Y-chromosome is
differentially modified in the epigenetic context of the
male testis and female ovary, with widespread consequence to the rest of the genome.

Molecular mechanisms for Y-linked regulatory
variation
A variety of mechanistic hypotheses can be conceived to explain YRV's mode of action. Two of them
involve transcription factors encoded by Y-linked
genes [58]. These transcription factors could bind di-
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rectly to target genes, or could interact with other
proteins that bind to target genes. These interactions
facilitate or prevent the binding of RNA-polymerase II
to DNA and thus, expression of target genes would be
facilitated or inhibited (Figure 1). Another hypothesis
is related to intron size variation [58]. Since some
Y-linked genes have gigantic introns, it is conceivable
that variation in intron size could lead to differential
transcription of these introns and titration of transcription cofactors. Transcription of Y-linked protein-coding genes occurs only in spermatogenesis [11]
and thus it is assumed that their products should
preferentially influence male traits. These hypotheses
are supported by the fact that YRV affects genes that
are highly expressed in males and less expressed in
females [56]. However, YRV is also manifested in XXY
females, and in somatic tissues of males [59], which do
not express Y-linked genes [73]. Moreover, as already
mentioned, low polymorphism was detected in the
coding region of the Y [52,53]. Hence, a significant
component of YRV is bound to be independent of the
expression of Y linked protein coding genes [59].
Nevertheless, elucidating the role of Y-linked protein-coding genes would be crucial: genes of unknown function might contribute to transcription
factor activity and might harbor low levels of coding
sequence polymorphism or expression variation. If a
component of YRV is caused by transcription factors
encoded by Y-linked genes then these genes must also
be present in other species showing YRV such as D.
simulans (see below). From the six genes with lesser-known function in D. melanogaster, five are also
found on the Y chromosome of D. simulans [11,37].
The classical hypothesis, known as the heterochromatin sink model [74,75], suggests that the content or the length of heterochromatin blocks can serve
as a sink for transcription factors or chromatin regulators, resulting in their depletion or redistribution
throughout the rest of the genome. The model might
underlie YRV if the copy number of repetitious elements is variable [56] and those elements serve as a
binding site for proteins that modulate the switch
between euchromatic and heterochromatic states in
PEV [55]. The Y chromosome might compete for and
recruit proteins that target heterochromatin, and
consequently hinder the spread of heterochromatin
elsewhere [76]. Available evidence with lacZ reporter
gene indicates that genetic elements located in a specific segment of the long arm of the Y chromosome
might have the ability to modulate gene expression
[46]. The identified segment is relatively large and the
causative factors appear dispersed within it. Intriguingly, (AAGAG)n and (AAAGAGA)n repeats located on the Y are binding sites for the transcription
http://www.jgenomics.com
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factor GAGA, and raise the interesting possibility that
the regulation might be mediated through
GAGA-factor [46]. Another example refers to the
transcription factor D1. It binds preferentially to satellite DNA, and variation on the Y chromosome could
lead to the modulation of its availability elsewhere
(Figure 2). Another possibility involves HP1a, a protein whose cascading effects on gene regulation are
not only limited to models of competition through
chromatin sinks. HP1a is a core component of heterochromatin, and it regulates the expression of hundreds of genes [76]. HP1a can also directly bind to
RNA molecules, and interact with RNA-polymerase II
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as well as with heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins involved in RNA processing [77]. It is possible that the differential deposition of heterochromatin
due to Y polymorphism can influence the availability
of HP1a and lesser binding on its mRNA targets.
Addressing if HP1a, for example, might be differentially bound to specific positions in flies differing only
in their Y might be a necessary step to address the
mechanics of how YRV is manifested. Finally, the Y
chromosome could serve as a scaffold for protein
complexes that interact with splicing factors influencing the processing of mRNA of the target genes
[71,72].

Figure 1. YRV molecular mechanisms: models based on regularory factors encoded by Y-linked genes. Y chromosomes are colored and
autosomes are in black. Only one copy of each chromosome is represented.  means activation and  means inhibition of gene
expression. A: Regulatory factors (orange squares) from the Y chromosome (blue) facilitate or prevent the expression of target genes. B:
A different Y chromosome (red) encodes a different regulatory factor (orange circles) or express the same set of factors at different dose.

Figure 2. YRV molecular mechanisms: models based on the heterochromatin sink. Y chromosomes are colored and autosomes are in
black. Only one copy of each chromosome is represented.  means activation and  means inhibition of gene expression. A: Regulatory
factors (triangles) bind on satellite DNA in the Y chromosome (blue) and are depleted at other sites of the genome. The redistribution
causes global modulation of gene expression. B: Regulatory factors might bind in other positions and with different strenghts in another
Y chromosome (red) leading to a differential pattern of depletion across the genome.
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The mechanisms by which the Y chromosome
produces genome-wide gene expression modulation
might also be related to the expression of small RNAs
[56]. Indeed, multiple pathways might mediate these
effects and can account for the modulation of PEV as
well as for direct effects on gene expression. In one
pathway, double stranded RNA (dsRNA) transcribed
from elements in the Y chromosome might be cleaved
by the Dicer enzyme into siRNAs (Figure 3). The
dsRNA is converted into siRNAs that assembles into
the RNA-induced initiation of transcriptional gene
silencing complex (RITS) [78,79]. This complex can
target specific segments of the genome and draw the
protein SU(VAR)3-9 methyltransferase that modifies
the lysine 9 of histone H3 (H3K9). The modification
creates a binding site for the protein HP1a, which in
turn attracts other proteins required for heterochromatin formation [76,78].
The Y chromosome can also be a source of
piRNAs and modulate gene expression through Dicer-independent mechanisms. Piwi proteins assemble
with small RNAs (piRNAs) into the piRNA-induced
silencing complex (pi-RISC) [80] in the nucleus. The
complex presumably binds to transposable elements
in the other chromosomes and mediates the recruitment of heterochromatinizing proteins that silence
transposable elements targets and their neighboring
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genes (Figure 4) [81]. Evidence suggests that YRV
might disproportionately modulate families of transposable elements [56]. Variation in the satellite DNAs
or transposable elements might underlie variable
piRNA populations and consequently lead to the silencing of different genes targets. Establishing if small
RNAs are involved in YRV might require detection of
RNAs derived from transposable elements and other
repetitive DNA from the Y chromosome. The behavior of the Y chromosome heterochromatin might be
similar to elements in centromeric region of autosomes, but the characterization of repetitive elements
has remained a challenge.
Another hypothesis, the spatial arrangement
model, states that Y-linked variation might alter
chromosomal territories and packaging in the nucleus. Indeed, it is well-established that the position of
genes and chromosomes influences gene expression
[58,82,83]. For example, human Hox genes are inactive
when on the periphery of the nucleus but are repositioned to the center of the nucleus for transcription to
occur [84]. This movement probably occurs towards
locations where molecules responsible for gene expression are concentrated, the transcription centers
[85]. Hence, variable Y chromosomes might exert their
effects through changes in the spatial positioning of
X-linked and autosomal genes (Figure 5).

Figure 3. YRV molecular mechanisms: models based on RNAi. Y chromosomes are colored and autosomes are in black. Only one copy
of each chromosome is represented.  means activation and  means inhibition of gene expression. A: Double stranded RNA (dsRNA)
transcribed from transposable elements and/or pseudogenes of the Y chromosome (blue) are postulated to be cleaved by the Dicer
enzyme into siRNAs. These siRNAs might bind to target mRNAs which would be degraded by the RNA-induced silencing complex. B:
Variation in the satellite DNAs or transposable elements from a different Y chromosome (red) might lead to different dsRNA populations,
different siRNAs, and consequently the silencing of different target genes.
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Figure 4. YRV molecular mechanisms: models based on piRNA. Y chromosomes are colored and autosomes are in black. Only one copy
of each chromosome is represented.  means activation and  means inhibition of gene expression. A: piRNAs from the Y chromosome
(blue) interact with Piwi proteins in the nucleus assembling the piRNA-induced silencing complex (pi-RISC). This complex binds to
transposable elements in the other chromosomes and leads to the recruitment of heterochromatinizing proteins, silencing the
transposable elements targets and their neighbouring genes. B: Variation in the piRNAs source (Y chromosome in red) would lead to
different pi-RISC population and consequently the silencing of different target genes.

Figure 5. YRV molecular mechanisms: Models based on spatial arrangement. Y chromosomes are colored and autosomes are in black. 
means activation and  means inhibition of expression. A: Y chromosome packaging (blue spiral) in the nucleus and its target genes (blue
rectangles) in other chromosomes. B: A different Y chromosome (red spiral) might alter chromatin packaging and the positioning of target
genes (red rectangles) in the nuclear environment.

YRV in other Drosophila species and in
mammals
Phenotypic diversity caused by Y-linked variation is not restricted to D. melanogaster. In D. virilis, the
Y chromosome has effects on the variation of courtship song characters [86]. In D. simulans, the Y chromosome modulates the ability to suppress the
sex-ratio distortion induced by the X chromosome
[57,65], and also exerts regulatory consequences [65].
These results also raise the question of whether
non-Drosophila organisms that have a heterochromatin-rich Y chromosome with few genes would also

display YRV [56]. In mice, the Y has no influence on
PEV and does not appear to be a sink for proteins with
high affinity for heterochromatin [87]; in humans,
substantial variation in heterochromatin amount between different Y-chromosome haplogroups has been
reported [88]. While evidence suggestive of YRV was
found in the euchromatic parts of the human Y
chromosome and in experiments in mice models, the
genic and non-genic components of YRV are harder to
disentangle in these systems [87,89]. The expression or
the copy number of protein-coding genes on the Y is
likely to have a regulatory role in the expression of
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autosomal genes, by alternative splicing or modification of the chromatin, for instance [87,89]. In any circumstance, non-genic components of YRV as suggested in Drosophila might also be relevant for heterochromatic segments in the human Y chromosome.
Finally, the larger inactive X chromosome, which is
heterochromatized in females, might be a more effective player exerting heterochromatin sink pressure in
mammals.

Final considerations
The Y chromosome of D. melanogaster is responsible for male fertility and is not invariant within
populations. Instead, the chromosome is composed of
polymorphic regions that play regulatory roles.
Y-linked regulatory variation (YRV) refers to the
global modulation of gene expression due to Y chromosome polymorphism and divergence. YRV is also
detectable in mammals but it remains unclear if the
mammalian Y chromosome exerts its regulatory consequences through mechanisms similar to those exerted by the Drosophila Y chromosome. Evidence in
Drosophila suggests a non-genic component to the
phenomenon. There is a potential difference between
the YRV of humans and Drosophila: the regulatory role
of heterochromatin, which might have a lesser role in
human YRV, appears to be essential for YRV in Drosophila. In any circumstance, molecular mechanisms of
YRV are poorly elucidated in all organisms; we are
tempted to speculate that YRV in mammals might be
manifested through the Y-linked modulation of
X-linked heterochromatin states in female progeny.
Evolutionary questions regarding YRV are also
evident. When did the Y chromosome start to perform
its regulatory function? The neo-Y of D. albomicans, D.
miranda and D. pseudoobscura, which were formed at
different times and with different amounts of heterochromatin [29,31,32,35], have provided data that
match the expected narrative for Y chromosome
degeneration. Extension to other systems might be
interesting to shed light on YRV. For instance, it
would be interesting to ascertain if the Y chromosomes that arose independently in two species of fish
of the genus Oryzias [90] have evolved regulatory
roles. Also, studies documenting variation within and
between D. melanogaster and D. simulans populations
could be informative.
Regardless of how the Y chromosome originated,
it has evolved to become a source of gene expression
variation in D. melanogaster males, and its current
structure shares several characteristics with B chromosomes. Carvalho et al. (2009) [11] argued that the Y
chromosome in D. melanogaster is a product of duplications of autosomal genes. B chromosomes might
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also originate this way [91,92] and it appears entirely
possible that the Y of D. melanogaster originated from a
B chromosome. Sex chromosomes (Y or W) that could
have originated from B chromosomes were described
for the frog Leiopelma hochstetteri [93] and the insect
Cacopsylla peregrina [94]. In D. albomicans, B chromosomes might confer adaptive advantage; individuals
carrying 1 or 2 B chromosomes produce more offspring than those without them [30]. Intriguingly, it
has been observed that heterochromatic regions from
B chromosomes of rye (Secale cereale) have the ability
to regulate the expression of non-B genes [95]. In addition, an explanation of how the Bs of rye would
perform this regulation might involve modulation of
the spatial organization of the genome [95].
Finally, we expect that selection on the regulatory functions of the Y chromosome might not be
negligible, and that degeneration might be a misnomer to describe the attributes of the chromosome.
Y-linked transposable elements and repetitive DNA
might not only be consequences of relaxation of selection on the Y chromosome, but they might also be
positively selected through their effects on genome-wide epigenetic regulation. Evidence that
transposable elements participate in the formation of
heterochromatin is abundant e.g. [32,96,97] and it is
straighforward to imagine how positive and negative
natural selection might contribute to emegence of
functional variation in this system. Moreover, transposable elements distribution on the Y chromosome
of D. melanogaster might not be random, and insertion
location could contribute to some Y chromosome
phenotypes [98], including trans-regulatory epigenetic variation. In conclusion, the Y chromosome and
its cryptic variation is expected to be important
sources of adaptive and non-adaptive phenotypic
variation in Drosophila as well as mammals. Altogether, the regulatory role of the Y chromosome is
bound to be crucial in shaping how this chromosome
has evolved, its current phenotypic consequences,
and its long-term fate.
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